
DELAIN is beginning a new chapter in its long and successful history with its massively well-DELAIN is beginning a new chapter in its long and successful history with its massively well-
received new single "The Quest and the Curse".  The band revealed its full line up thisreceived new single "The Quest and the Curse".  The band revealed its full line up this
summer which consists of three original and two new members. With its brand newsummer which consists of three original and two new members. With its brand new
vocalist Diana Leah, DELAIN is ready to storm the globe again!vocalist Diana Leah, DELAIN is ready to storm the globe again!

Founder, producer and main songwriter Martijn Westerholt is currently working on theFounder, producer and main songwriter Martijn Westerholt is currently working on the
seventh DELAIN studio album which will be released in the upcoming year. The band'sseventh DELAIN studio album which will be released in the upcoming year. The band's
signature catchy melodic metal sound is consistent and recognizable throughout thesignature catchy melodic metal sound is consistent and recognizable throughout the
almost two decades of its existence.almost two decades of its existence.

Currently DELAIN has six albums, three EP’s and a live DVD to its name, including guestCurrently DELAIN has six albums, three EP’s and a live DVD to its name, including guest
performances from the titans of the scene, among others: Sharon Den Adel (WITHINperformances from the titans of the scene, among others: Sharon Den Adel (WITHIN
TEMPTATION), Marko Hietala (NIGHTWISH), and Alissa White-Gluz (ARCH ENEMY). HavingTEMPTATION), Marko Hietala (NIGHTWISH), and Alissa White-Gluz (ARCH ENEMY). Having
toured the globe with bands like NIGHTWISH, SABATON and WITHIN TEMPTATION, andtoured the globe with bands like NIGHTWISH, SABATON and WITHIN TEMPTATION, and
having rocked festivals like WACKEN, GRASPOP, DOWNLOAD and FORTAROCK, DELAIN hashaving rocked festivals like WACKEN, GRASPOP, DOWNLOAD and FORTAROCK, DELAIN has
strongly carved its niche within the scene. strongly carved its niche within the scene. 

DELAIN will continue to release more singles from the upcoming full studio album that isDELAIN will continue to release more singles from the upcoming full studio album that is
scheduled to release in early 2023.scheduled to release in early 2023.
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